Babolat Pure Aero $219
The Pure Aero represents a
significant improvement over the
previous generation of Aero
rackets: a new aerodynamic frame
enables the racket head to move
more quickly, and thereby
increases ball speed, while new FSI
Spin Technology provides
enhanced lift.
This racket responds superbly to
players who seek power and
optimal spin, like Rafael Nadal and
Jo-Wilfried Tsonga..

Pure Aero Team $199
THE PERFECT TRADE-OFF
BETWEEN POWER, SPIN, AND
MANEUVERABILITY.
The lighter Pure Aero Team (285 g)
offers even better handling than the
standard Pure Aero version.
The balance-weight pairing provides
easier grip and control. Also
equipped with Aeromodular² and FSI
Spin technologies, this racket
delivers both power and spin.
Ideal for junior players, as well as
intermediate and expert players
looking for a lighter and easier-tohandle alternative to the standard
Pure Aero.
.

Pure Aero LITE $195
LIGHTNESS AND
MANEUVERABILITY FOR
EASIER SPIN.
Equipped with the same
technologies as the Pure Aero,
the Pure Aero Lite is perfectly
suited to junior players switching
over to an adult racket or
intermediate-level adult players
looking for lightness,
maneuverability and spin

Aero Pro Drive
French Open Series -$199
DISCOVER THE FULL RANGE OF
BABOLAT-FRENCH OPEN
RACKETS, COMBINING TOP
PERFORMANCE AND EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN
The Aeropro Drive is a great fit for a very
wide array of players. This version is
equipped with the new Cortex Active
Technology at the top of the handle to
provide an even better solid feel thanks
to Cortex material and a new handle
construction. The Aero shaft is designed
for faster swing speeds. The result is
more power and spin.

Pure Drive Wimbledon $169
Well suited for competitive players in
search of the perfect balance
between power and control. This
legendary racquet no longer needs
any introduction.
FEATURES
Composition: Graphite


Babolat Pure Drive Lite - $189
PLAY WITH POWER. MASTER YOUR GAME.
The all-new 2015 Babolat Pure Drive Lite has all of the
same great technology, with a much lighter weight. A
new construction featuring Frame String Interaction
Technologyhighlights this year's newest Babolat models.
Thanks to the ball impact locations mapped from 20122013 on the Babolat Pure Drive Play, Babolat has
identified an impact zone higher than the traditional
center of the racquet. With an open string pattern and
decreased weight, power and spin capabilities are
definitely there. The Cortex System optimizes the overall
feel for the ball and gives every player the comfort level
they want and need. Babolat Woofer technology is also
in place to enhance control and sensation. Evo Beam
Technology makes its way to the Pure Drive Line for
increased power through the use of different frame
thicknesses. For a player looking for the same punch as
a Pure Drive without the weight, the 2015 Babolat Pure
Drive Lite is an excellent choice.

 Weight: 300g/10.6oz
Head Size 645cmsq./100sqin.
 Balance Point 320mm
 Length: 685mm/27"
 Flexibility: 72ra

Babolat Drive Max 110 - $199
The Drive Max 110 offers optimal
comfort and maneuverability. Power
combines with comfort in this
impressive racquet and great option
for players looking to add some power
to their game.

Babolat Pure Strike 16 x 19 $169
Ideal for intermediate and advanced players, the Babolat
Pure Strike 16x19 offers a great balance between speed and
stability. At just over 11 ounces and boasting a swingweight
of 320 (RDC), this modern player's racquet not only has
enough mobility for creating effective pace and spin, but it
also feels quite solid for its sub 12 ounce weight. The
stability comes in part from Babolat's new Stabilizer
Technology which utilizes varying beam shapes and
thicknesses to reduce torque on impact. From the baseline
this stick is comfortably crisp and delivers enough pace and
spin for those who like to dictate action. It's also solid
enough for players who like to take the ball early and
redirect incoming pace. At net, this one moves into position
quickly and provides a comfortable platform for executing
controlled volleys. On serves the speed, pop and precision
are a lethal combination.

Why purchase your racquet from us instead of on line?
We have knowledgeable staff that knows racquets. We will guide you with
racquet options based on the style of your tennis game. In addition, we will work
with you in selecting the appropriate strings for your new racquet. Whether
you’re looking for spin, power or feel, or stringers on staff will assist you with the
right combination of strings.
With your racquet purchase, we include a $34 string value for your first stringing.
Any price in excess of $34 would be an extra charge.
If your racquet is defective in any way or the frame cracks prematurely due to
defects in the racquet we will return the racquet to Head. You can use a demo
free of charge until we receive a resolution notification form Head. If they deem
replacement is appropriate we will navigate the total return process on your
behalf.

